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**PMAG® 10 AR/M4 GEN M3**

- MSRP: $13.95
- Dealer: $10.45
- SALE: $9.99

- Next-generation impact & crush resistant polymer construction
- Wide compatibility with non Colt-spec platforms
- Anti-tilt follower & constant-curve internal geometry for increased reliability

**PMAG® 10LR/SR GEN M3 7.62X51 MAGAZINE**

- MSRP: $18.95
- Dealer: $14.20
- SALE: $12.99

- Perfect for use with a bipod when shooting off a pack

**MOE® GRIP AR15/M16**

- MSRP: $20.95
- Dealer: $12.58
- SALE: $12.32

- Economical, drop-in upgrade for the standard AR15/M16/M4 pistol grip
- Accepts optional storage cores for gear storage
- Basic grip cap, mounting hardware included

**MOE®+ GRIP AR15/M16**

- MSRP: $23.95
- Dealer: $14.38
- SALE: $14.09

- Original equipment stock w/ storage compartment AR rifles

**RVG™ – RAIL VERTICAL GRIP**

- MSRP: $24.95
- Dealer: $16.47
- SALE: $16.14

- Designed for use with Mil-Spec 1913 Picatinny rail hand guards
- Ergonomically designed shape for use as traditional vertical grip
- Optimized for use with the “thumb break method” of shooting

**PMAG® 30 AR/M4 GEN M2 MOE® W/ WINDOW, 5.56X45 MAGAZINE**

- MSRP: $15.95
- Dealer: $10.91
- SALE: $9.99

- MSRP: $12.95
- Dealer: $8.86
- SALE: $7.99

- Impact/crush resistant polymer construction
- Anti-tilt, self-lubricating follower

**PMAG® 30 AR/M4 W/ WINDOW GEN M3, 5.56X45 MAGAZINE**

- MSRP: $17.95
- Dealer: $12.28
- SALE: $11.29

- Next-generation impact & crush resistant polymer construction
- Wide compatibility with non Colt-spec platforms

**MP MAG556-BLK**

- Color: Black, 30 Round

**SPECIAL: MAGS @ CASE PRICING**

**AFG1™ – ANGLED FORE GRIP**

- MSRP: $34.95
- Dealer: $25.16
- SALE: $24.66

- Polymer 3 piece design with interchangeable finger shelf that allows for a flat “A1-style” surface or an “A2-style” finger nub
- Mounts to MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny & NATO STANAG 4694 rails (min. of 4” recommended)
- All mounting hardware included

**MP MAG411-xxx**

- Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage Green (FOL), Olive Drab (ODG)

**AFG2™ ANGLED FORE GRIP**

- MSRP: $34.95
- Dealer: $25.16
- SALE: $24.66

- Polymer 3-piece design with interchangeable finger shelf that allows for a flat “A1-style” surface or an “A2-style” finger nub
- Mounts to MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny & NATO STANAG 4694 rails (min. of 3” recommended)
- All mounting hardware included

**MP MAG414-xxx**

- Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage Green (FOL), Olive Drab (ODG)

Phone: 866.529.5575 | Email: sales@tacticalgeardistributors.com | Fax: 910.401.1046
MAGPUL® “TACTICAL ZONE®” EVENT

While supplies last. Pricing subject to change.

MAGPUL DYNAMICS™ AERIAL PLATFORM OPERATIONS DVD
MSRP: $24.95 Dealer: $14.98 SALE: $14.68
- Brings the basic building block of Aerial Platform Operations
- Utilize this training tool to build the blocks required to increase success & build your unit or agency standard operation procedures
MP DYN003

MAGPUL DYNAMICS™ THE ART OF THE DYNAMIC HANDGUN, 4-DISC DVD SET
MSRP: $49.95 Dealer: $29.98 SALE: $29.38
- Features hours of live fire class instruction & additional instructional material
- Travis Haley & Chris Costa guide the class from the fundamentals of handgun operation, to problem solving, & through complex real-life scenarios
MP DYN004 Specifications: 4-Disc DVD Set, Over 7 hours runtime

MAGPUL DYNAMICS™ THE ART OF THE DYNAMIC SHOTGUN
MSRP: $39.95 Dealer: $23.98 SALE: $23.50
- 3-Disc DVD Set DYN005
MP DYN005

MAGPUL DYNAMICS™ THE ART OF THE TACTICAL CARBINE 2ND EDITION
MSRP: $39.95 Dealer: $23.98 SALE: $23.50
- Features over 5 hours of actual live fire class instruction & additional instructional material
- Fully remastered with additional footage
MP DYN021 (DVD) Specifications: 4-Disc DVD Set, Total running time of 351 min.

MAGPUL DYNAMICS™ THE ART OF THE TACTICAL CARBINE VOLUME II 2ND EDITION
MSRP: $49.95 Dealer: $29.98 SALE: $29.38
- Features hours of actual live fire class instruction
- Real advanced shooters from the firearms industry, law enforcement SWAT, & military special operations
MP DYN022 (DVD) Specifications: 4-Disc DVD Set, Total running time of 334 min.

IPAD® MINI FIELD CASE
MSRP: $26.95 Dealer: $17.78 SALE: $15.99
- Compatible with the iPad® mini w/o Retina Display
MP MAG456-xxx Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), OD Green (ODG), Foliage (FOL), Orange (ORG), Pink (PNK), Clear (CLR), Dark Blue (DBL), Gray (GRY), Light Blue (LBL), Red (RED), Teal (TEA), White (WHT), Yellow (YEL)

MAGPUL FIELD CASE – IPHONE®
4/4S - MSRP: $12.95 Dealer: $8.39 SALE: $7.19
5/5S - MSRP: $12.95 Dealer: $11.18 SALE: $9.49
- Semi-rigid thermoplastic elastomer construction
- Textured surface & PMAG-style ribs
- Raised lip protects screen
- Charging cable port, headphone jack, & ringer/silent switch are accessible w/ case installed
MP MAG451-xxx (iPhone 4/4s) MP MAG452-xxx (iPhone 5/5s)
Colors: Black, (BLK), Clear (CLR), Dark Blue (DBL), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage (FOL), Gray (GRY), Light Blue (LBL), OD Green (ODG), Orange (ORG), Pink (PNK), Red (RED), Teal (TEA), Yellow (YEL)

BUMP CASE – IPHONE® 5/5S
MSRP: $26.95 Dealer: $17.78 SALE: $15.99
- Compatible with iPhone® 5 & 5s
MP MAG454-xxx Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), OD Green (ODG), Foliage (FOL), Orange (ORG), Pink (PNK)

GALAXY FIELD CASE
S3 - MSRP: $16.95 Dealer: $11.18 SALE: $9.49
S4 - MSRP: $16.95 Dealer: $11.18 SALE: $9.49
- Custom E-flyer Item
MP MAG457-xxx (GALAXY S®3 (i9300/i9305) MP MAG458-xxx (GALAXY S®4 (i9500/i9505)
Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), OD Green (ODG), Foliage (FOL), Orange (ORG), Pink (PNK), Clear (CLR), Dark Blue (DBL), Gray (GRY), Light Blue (LBL), Red (RED), Teal (TEA), White (WHT), Yellow (YEL)
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PRS® PRECISION-ADJUSTABLE STOCK
AR10-MSRP: $255.00  Dealer: $168.30  SALE: $164.93
AR15-MSRP: $255.00  Dealer: $168.30  SALE: $164.93

• Mounts to rifle-length receiver extension tube without A2 spacer
• Enhanced strength aluminum butt-plate withstands severe impact & recoil up to .50 BMG

MP MAG308-xxx (AR10/SR25 7.62x51)
MP MAG307-xxx (AR15/M16 5.56x45)
Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE)

MOE® CARBINE STOCK
COMM-MSRP: $59.95  Dealer: $43.16  SALE: $42.30
MIL-MSRP: $59.95  Dealer: $43.16  SALE: $42.30

• Mounts on carbine receiver extension tube
• Shielded release latch prevents snagging & accidental operation
• Removable 0.30” rubber butt-pad

MP MAG401-xxx (COMMERCIAL)
Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage Green (FOL), OD Green (ODG)

MOE® FOREND

• Mossberg 500/590 shotgun
MP MAG491-xxx  Color: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Orange (ORG)

CTR™ CARBINE STOCK
COMM-MSRP: $79.95  Dealer: $57.56  SALE: $56.41
MIL-MSRP: $79.95  Dealer: $57.56  SALE: $56.41

• Supplemental friction lock minimizes wobble
• Premium chrome-silicon lock spring
• Shielded release latch prevents snagging & accidental operation

MP MAG311-xxx (COMMERCIAL)
MP MAG310-xxx (MIL-SPEC)
Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage Green (FOL), Olive Drab (ODG), Gray (GRY)

MOE® FIXED CARBINE STOCK-COMMERCIAL
MSRP: $49.95  Dealer: $35.96  SALE: $35.24

• Slim profile - multiple sling attachment options
• Compatible w/ ASAP plate & PRS extended rubber butt pad
• Installation is non-armorer

MP MAG481-xxx
Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage Green (FOL), OD Green (ODG)

UGTR™ COLLAPSIBLE STOCK
MSRP: $265.00  Dealer: $206.70  SALE: $202.57

• Mounts on durable Entry Receiver Extension tube (included) to accommodate the common M4 carbine buffer & spring
• 7-Position LOP adjustability with customizable preset system for fast access to preferred length

MP MAG330-xxx  Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage Green (FOL)

MBUS® FRONT & REAR SIGHTS
Rear - MSRP: $57.95  Dealer: $38.24  SALE: $35.99

• Low-cost, color injection molded, folding sight
• Adjustable for elevation
• Fits all Mil-Spec 1913 Picatinny rail equipped weapons but is specifically tailored to the AR15/M16 platform

MP MAG247-xxx (FRONT)
MP MAG248-xxx (REAR)
Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage Green (FOL), OD Green (ODG)

MBUS® PRO BACK-UP FRONT & REAR SIGHTS
Front - MSRP: $84.95  Dealer: $56.06  SALE: $54.94
Rear - MSRP: $104.95  Dealer: $69.27  SALE: $67.88

• All steel construction
• Mounts on any MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny/STANAG 4694 rail including receiver-height gas blocks
• Windage adjustment knob – no tools required
• Standard AR sight height when deployed

MP MAG275 (FRONT), MP MAG276 (REAR)
While supplies last. Pricing subject to change.

**B.A.D. LEVER®, AR15/M16**

MSRP: $29.95  Dealer: $21.56  **SALE: $19.99**
- Compatible with standard Mil-Spec forged AR15/M16 receivers
- Thin, anti-snag profile & textured surface allows for traditional manipulation of bolt catch while maintaining unobstructed access to trigger

**RSA™ RAIL SLING ATTACHMENT**

MSRP: $29.95  Dealer: $19.76  **SALE: $19.37**
- All cast steel construction
- Mil-Spec black manganese phosphate finish
- Works on any standard 1913 Picatinny-spec rail

**FORWARD SLING MOUNT**

MSRP: $29.95  Dealer: $21.57  **SALE: $21.14**
- For the Remington 870 12ga shotgun

**MP MAG980**  Color: Black

**MP MAG502**  Color: Black

**MP MAG508**  Color: Black

**XTM™ RAIL PANEL**

MSRP: $11.95  Dealer: $7.18  **SALE: $7.03**
- Offers low-profile 1913 Picatinny rail coverage
- Semi-rubbery material offers improved weapon control & rail protection
- Easily cut for custom lengths

**MP MAG012-xxx**
- Color: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage Green (FOL), Olive Drab (ODG)

**MP MAG492**  Color: Black

**FORWARD SLING MOUNT**

MSRP: $29.95  Dealer: $21.56  **SALE: $21.13**
- Mossberg 500/590 shotgun

**MP MAG493**  Color: Black

**SGA™ RECEIVER SLING MOUNT**

MSRP: $19.95  Dealer: $14.36  **SALE: $14.08**
- Mossberg 500/590 SGA stock

**MP MAG492**  Color: Black

**MOE® TRIGGER GUARD, POLYMER AR15/M16**

MSRP: $8.95  Dealer: $5.38  **SALE: $5.27**
- Drop in replacement for AR15/M16 weapons platform
- Features a shallow “V” shape for better use of gloves in tactical shooting or cold weather
- Mounting hardware included

**MP MAG417-xxx**
- Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage (FOL), Olive Drab (ODG)

**XTM™ ENHANCED RAIL PANELS**

MSRP: $7.95  Dealer: $4.78  **SALE: $4.68**
- The XTM Enhanced Rail Panels are low-profile

**MP MAG510-xxx**
- Specifications: 2 Pieces
- Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE)

**MOE® POLYMER RAIL SECTION, 5 SLOTS**

- 5 Slot - **MSRP: $5.95**  **Dealer: $3.58**  **SALE: $3.50**
- 7 Slot - **MSRP: $6.95**  **Dealer: $4.18**  **SALE: $4.10**
- 9 Slot - **MSRP: $7.95**  **Dealer: $4.78**  **SALE: $4.68**
- 11 Slot - **MSRP: $8.95**  **Dealer: $5.38**  **SALE: $5.27**
- Designed for use w/ MOE Hand Guards/ Forends
- Allows attachment of various 1913 Picatinny spec rail-mounted accessories
- Hardware included

**MP MAG406-BLK** (5 Slots, Black)

**MP MAG407-BLK** (7 Slots, Black)

**MP MAG408-BLK** (9 Slots, Black)

**MP MAG409-BLK** (11 Slots, Black)

**MOE® HAND GUARD, CARBINE-LENGTH AR15/M16**

MSRP: $29.95  Dealer: $21.56  **SALE: $21.13**
- Compatible with most piston-driven & direct impingement gas systems
- Slots at the two, six, & ten o’clock positions
- Reinforced, heat-resistant polymer construction
- Relieved area at the top rear accommodates many overhanging optic mounts

**MP MAG440-BLK**  **SALE: $19.99**

**MP MAG440-xxx**
- Colors: Black (BLK), Flat Dark Earth (FDE), Foliage (FOL), Olive Drab (ODG)

**www.TACTICALGEARDISTRIBUTORS.com**
**LOGOTEXT SKULL BEANIE**  
MSRP: $22.00  
Dealer: $13.20  
SALE: $12.49  
- Soft touch, fine knit, 97% Acrylic & 3% Spandex blend with superb shape memory  
- Combination embroidery/woven Magpul Logo/Text  
- Tone-on-tone embroidered 10th Anniversary Skull Logo  
MP MAG900-xxx  
Colors: Black (BLK), Coyote (COY), Gray (GRY)

**LOGO BEANIE**  
MSRP: $24.00  
Dealer: $14.40  
SALE: $13.69  
- Soft touch, fine knit, 97% Acrylic and 3% Spandex blend with superb shape memory  
- External woven Magpul circle logo & internal woven Magpul text logo  
- A longer fit allows multiple wear options, including rolling the cuff to expose internal logo  
MP MAG910-xxx  
Colors: Black (BLK), Coyote (COY), Gray (GRY)

---

**FREE Fixture, FREE Hooks, FREE Shipping** (on qualifying orders)

**MAGPUL® “BEST SELLERS” ASSORTMENT**

**STEEL FLOOR DISPLAY - 2 SIDED**  
- Top stocks, grips and forearms  
- Sights, adapters, slings & cases  
- Flexible space with shelves & peg hooks  
- Designed to enhance your retail environment  
- Includes re-order back tags & plano-gram

---

**FREE Fixture, FREE Hooks, FREE Shipping** (on qualifying orders)
TACTICAL ZONE ADVANTAGE PROGRAM MARKETING SUPPORT
The Tactical Zone® Advantage Program offers customized retail marketing tools to help grow your business. TGD works closely with key manufacturers providing great marketing tools that leverage exciting consumer promotions. PROGRAM PRICE: Call Sales Rep.

MAGPUL ADVERTISING SUPPORT
RETAIL MERCHANDISING
- High impact retail display systems
- Tactical Zone® retail signage package
E-MARKETING PROGRAM
- ALL ITEMS IN THIS FLYER QUALIFY FOR CUSTOM E-BLASTS
- MP BONUS E-FLYER ITEMS ARE INDICATED WITH E-FLYER ICON
- Quarterly custom flyers and 6 custom e-blasts per year
E-CATALOG PROGRAM
- TGD catalog, customized for retailers use
- Custom cover and contact information on each page

MAGPUL IN STORE RETAIL GRAPHICS
- Designed to enhance retail environment
- Help consumers find Magpul products easily

1. Vertical Wall Banners
   - Intended for use as a set
   - Durable vinyl with grommets
   - Dimensions: 6’(h) x 2’(w)

2. Horizontal Banner
   - Overhead brand indicator
   - Durable vinyl with grommets
   - Dimensions: 2’(h) x 6’(w)

3. Overhead Sign
   - Overhead brand indicator
   - Durable/lightweight Styrene
   - Dimensions: 1’(h) x 4’(w)

4. Floor Decal
   - High impact statement for brand/product awareness
   - Dimensions: 2’(h) x 2’(w)

5. Aisle Violators
   - Bold signs identify Magpul items on shelves
   - Durable/lightweight Styrene
   - Dimensions: 2.5’(h) x 12”(w)

6. Window Decal
   - Storefront brand awareness
   - Fits most standard storefront windows/doors
   - Dimensions: 4”(h) x 30”(w)

All materials are FREE with program sign up!

www.TACTICALGEARDISTRIBUTORS.com
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